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INTERNSHIP REPORT ON STANDARD CHARTERED BANK .. Chartered Bank took-over the operation of ANZ
Grindlays Bank in Bangladesh as a part of.

Distinct Schedule. Then I discussed about this to my manager and he said that Bank gives three months after
signing TPA to do the mortgage. Then the file goes to Income Assessment Team. Title Deed with Token: Title
deed is the certified registration copy of the flat, not the main copy. While doing so I had to collect all the
registration, mutation and mortgage permission copies from Loan Operations Team, these documents were
submitted by client or which I collected from client over period of time. During the evaluation, I will oblige to
inform and answer any query that may arise. These days people are interested to make their banking
transaction through ATM but due to some technical problem most of the time they face problem in ATM. The
Registry Office was a crowded place. Documents required to do mortgage both for freehold and leasehold
property. I have learned all the process of tri party agreement and how it works in real life in practically.
Again one day I found client named Dr. SCB currently does not have any plans to expand their marketing
activities except some consumer campaign they hold. Nazim Uddin Bhuiyan, Manager- Mortgage credit
control MCCU , Consumer Banking Division for giving me the guidance throughout my internship, providing
me with the vital training and assisting me with the information required to complete the report. With the
liberalization of markets, competitive on banking products and financial S H A M services seem to be more
intense and competitive. But in these types of matter, we need authorized letter only. Like previous weeks I
did my work, contacted clients and developers, met with few of them, collected their documents and updated
scanned copy on system DMS. To be mention, Standard Chartered Bank does not give any loan on land
mortgage. Then we asked our client to sign in Power of Attorney paper. I hope he will give me permission.
The end result is that Standard Chartered, which went into the Asian Crisis with strong business in Hong
Kong, Singapore and Malaysia, emerges with additional core markets in India and Thailand. Taking updates
from clients and collecting documents from them is my main work. The file with summery goes back to Asset
Operations Team, if they find everything okay then loan they disburse loan. Secondly, I would also like to
take this opportunity to acknowledge the help provided to me by some personnel of SCB. At least I would
have some idea. Moreover, buying Grindlays from ANZ now propels it from number five to number one
among international banks in India, with some extra footholds in the Middle East. The leave relieved me of all
the stress built up by the pressure and reenergized me to come back to work. In this week 3rd week I got him
over phone and talked to him. Then I wrote a letter letter format was given to me by team mates, I just put the
names and account numbers in that format that Standard Chartered Bank Mortgage Credit Control Unit has
received the copy from the client and took signature of MCCU manager Nazimbhaia and gave that letter to the
clients. This is because loan top up gives the choice between interest rates, but additional loan does not give
this opportunity. Last week I planned to take permission from Manager of Personal Loan Team Shahed bhaia
that I want to see their work and learn about personal loan. Under this segment an exclusive combination of
services are offered to customers who signed up for it. Companies typically acquire a company when they lack
important competencies resource or capabilities and very often they end up purchasing an incumbent company
that has those competencies and they do so at a reasonable price. Efficient Performance: SCB provides hassle
free customer service to its client base comparing to the other financial institutions of Bangladesh. Lack of
human resource: One of the main weaknesses of SCB Bangladesh is its lack of number of employees,
particularly in the branches. Moreover, SCB has tremendous local knowledge and old partners in business and
its network both in Bangladesh and especially in the global market is excessively large for other banks to
compare. Treasury provides support to the customers of both these business and develops customers both
individual and organizational of its own. This report is a partial requirement of BBA Internship Program in the
Accounting and information systems department under Business Studies Faculties in the University of Dhaka
and has been prepared after three month of the organizational attachment in SCB.


